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Introduction

i

Project SEAL (St Ethelburga’s Archaeological Landscape) was established as a community group  with a
view to discovering the story of a medieval pilgrimage site, to protect the archaeology for future generations
and to create an archive of finds from the site and its surroundings. Funding was obtained from the National
Lottery Heritage Fund and work commenced in  May 2019.

St Ethelburga's is a known early pilgrim site located in Langar cum Barnstone, Nottinghamshire but its exact
layout and design and chronology is not fully understood. A small scale unpublished excavation in the
1960's and subsequent metal detecting activities have resulted in a wealth of finds and building fabric. Sadly
some of the latter activity has resulted in damage to the site and a loss of potentially important finds.

Working with MBArchaeology the group  members were trained in a variety of archaeological techniques
and have brought together past research including aerial photographs, LIDAR surveys, field walking finds,
local knowledge and new research in national archives.  No excavations were carried out by the group .The
resultant archive will be deposited locally to ensure it remains in the public domain.

Originally scheduled to be funded from May 2019 until August 2020 the impact of the restrictions
introduced as a consequence of the Covid-19 Pandemic resulted in the time frame being extended to
December 2020 to allow for planned public engagement and completion of the report. Unfortunately
continuing restrictions precluded  our ability to work with the pupils of Langar School or to present our
findings through an exhibition and talk in Langar cum Barnstone. As a result this phase  of our
investigations ended in November 2020 and any future work is in abeyance pending changing
circumstances.

No project can be effective without  encouragement and support and we would like to acknowledge the
following:

John Parker of Hall Farm, Langar, the landowner, who has a passion to learn more about the past history of
his property and to protect it for the future.

Matt Beresford of MBArchaeology for his patience and skill in instilling the discipline required for an
archaeological project and for writing the majority of this report.

Ursilla Spence, County Archaeologist, and Emily Gillott, Community Archaeologist, Nottinghamshire
County Council for their support and advice.

David Littlewood, HER Manager, and Tori Bedingfield, HER Officer, Nottinghamshire County Council.

Maria Kneafsey, Finds Liaison Officer, Portable Antiquities Scheme, Derbyshire & Nottinghamshire

Dr Christopher Brooke, Nottingham University

Dr Stephen Rogers, Southwell Community Archaeology Group

The National Lottery Heritage Fund

Project SEAL members: Jill & John Barlow, David Bate, Sophie Chell, Emma Downing, Sean Gallagher,
June Grant, Maureen & Bernard Jarvis, Paul Johnson, Geoff & Sarah Kimbell, Richard King, Tamsin
McMillan,  Trevor Simpson, Barbara & Nigel Wood.



Summary & Recommendations

ii

Tracing all the disparate elements of past fieldwork on and around the St. Ethelburga site was not an easy
task, but the project is fairly confident it has recovered as much as physically possible. The whereabouts of
the Houldsworth material finds from the excavations in 1959/1960 remains unknown, although sourcing the
original notebooks from his fieldwork within the Nottinghamshire Archives was the first time this paper
resource has come to light. This adds useful information, such as the fact he seems to suggest that the lower
levels with wall foundations had Roman pottery exclusively and that only the upper layers of the ‘mound’
contained Medieval artefacts. His comment that skeletal remains appeared to be buried up against existing
foundation masonry, coupled with the Roman pottery in these lower contexts, suggests that a substantial,
stone-built Roman building existed on the site.

It is impossible to know, at this stage, the dating for the skeletal remains. There is no reason why they
cannot be multi-phase, but the initial evidence hints that at least those contained within the mound itself are
of a post-Roman date. If so, this fits other early Roman sites (i.e. villa complexes) having Saxon or early
Medieval internments inserted into the site, such as those at Southwell, Nottinghamshire.

The St. Ethelburga site was believed to be the site of the Late Saxon / Early Medieval chapel or church,
attested to by documentary and map work. A map of field names from 1818 (based on the 1730s Estate
Book) details a ‘St. Aubrey’s Close’. As Aubrey is a diminutive of Ethelburga, this has been taken to
confirm the remains on the site as being those of the chapel/church. This may be the case but to date no Late
Saxon / Early Medieval building has been conclusively identified.

The Domesday Survey of AD1086 states that at Langar, and belonging to Walter of Aincourt (D’aincourt),
there was “half a church”.  It was quite a common practice for laity and clergy alike to own half a church,
and although this practice is more widely known of in the Medieval period, it appears to predate the
Conquest for Langar. It is evidently a moiety arrangement and is no doubt related to legal landholding, for
example as seen at the local sites of Cotgrave (Nottinghamshire), where Ralph de Buron held half, and
Pickworth, (Lincolnshire), where the Bishop of Durham held a half. This means that Walter of Aincourt
acquired, most likely from William I as a reward for his services to him, lands at Langar which legally
carried half the tithes (and other dues) owing to the church. For this to be the case, a similar arrangement
must already have been in place in the Late Saxon period.

However, all this simply shows is that a church existed at Langar in the late 11th century, and although the
site of this is deemed to be the St. Ethelburga site, consulting the HER data shows that the main core of
evidence in this period is where the current village is located. Although the current church of St. Andrew’s
is later, established in the 13th century and having modifications in the 15th century, localised finds from the
immediate vicinity appear to predate this, including sherds of Stamford Ware from a ditch fill (L11030) and
several sherds of Splashed Ware, Green Glazed and Stamford Ware from a separate ditch fill (L11032). All
these pottery types would usually be found earlier (9th – 13th century for Stamford Ware) and slightly
earlier or contemporary (with the church) for the other types. It is of course quite feasible that the pottery
vessels had a prolonged lifespan, although markedly similar types of pottery have been recovered in some
quantity from the St. Ethelburga site. The conclusion is that there may well have already been a well-
established Medieval settlement in and around the current village site before St. Andrew’s was built, or that
both churches co-existed for some time.

The material from the 2017 excavations, which the current project principally focused on, the recovered
material was simply too numerous for a complete analysis and so only a small sample was  studied.
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This sample was selected based on the notion that material deemed to be from Trenches 1-3 could at
least be broadly pinpointed in terms of source of origin. Around 80% of the Site Archive is, rather
unfortunately, unstratified because no adequate recording methods were undertaken at the time of
excavation, and nothing was dug by context. Due to this, and even though it is possible to confidently
say a particular artefact came from a specific trench (for trenches 1-3), it is impossible to know
whether it came from the plough soil, from an in situ deposit, or from a disturbed but historical
context.

Having stated this point, the pottery/CBM analysis of trenches 1-3 has raised some interesting
conclusions. For example, from trenches two and three, recovered Roman pottery outnumbers
Medieval pottery, and Roman building material (tiles, tesserae, plaster, etc.) was recovered from all
three trenches. From the unstratified material, over two hundred Roman CBM pieces and 188 Roman
pot sherds were recovered – this is a fairly considerable assemblage, and appears to span the 1st – 4th
centuries, although the bulk of the material is 3rd century onwards (again, a very similar picture to the
villa site at Southwell). Finally, trenches 1-4 and six all had Roman building material from within
them. All this data seems to strongly suggest that Houldsworth was correct, and that some form of
stone-built Roman building (or one with stone foundations at least) existed on the St. Ethelburga site.
That the trenches with recovered material from within them are spread from the centre of the mound
eastwards may provide a clue as to the location of this, although because of the biased sample set this
is impossible to know for sure at this stage. However, metal detecting material from this eastern end of
the site was duly lacking, with only one late Roman coin recovered, and this was considerably to the
south-east (see map, MD Plot 3, Figure 8).

The bulk of recovered metal artefacts instead came from the west of the site (MD Plot 2, Figure 8).
This included an Iron Age gold stater, a Roman brooch, votive offering in the form of a miniature
cauldron, and eleven 3rd – 4th century coins, a Saxon copper alloy pin and strap end, and a Medieval
belt buckle, two partial coins and an iron hinge pivot. This is a large collection and includes what may
be a small, 4th century Roman coin hoard. The Iron Age stater and Roman votive offering are
interesting as they may attest to a votive site close by, and the 1st century Dolphin brooch is a typical
military find set within roads, although it could equally be a stray find. LIDAR imagery shows a long,
linear feature running north-south in this region, and this could well be an early track or road. A Late-
3rd century coin was also recovered along this north-south alignment at MD find spot 4, and a second
probable coin hoard was found just to the east of the potential trackway at MD find spot 5. This
totalled fourteen coins and again dates to the mid-late 4th century.

These two separate coin hoards fit the general dating of the recovered pottery, although the two
Roman brooches, votive cauldron and Iron Age stater appear to suggest an earlier landscape use of
some form. It may be that there was a Late Iron Age shrine on the site, which was later reoccupied by
some form of stone-built Roman building, which was itself re-appropriated by a Late Saxon / Early
Medieval chapel.

The Medieval artefact assemblage appears odd for a small, early chapel site. Late Saxon pottery
appears duly lacking from the broadly stratified material, although a couple of sherds of Torksey Ware
(9th century), Lincoln Kiln Type (AD850-1000) and a possible Saxon / Saxo-Norman grey gritty
fabric (10th – 11th century) were noted from the east of the site. In total, there were just over 730
Medieval pot sherds recovered from the 2017 excavations alone, and yet very little of this material
could be confidently linked to a trench, unlike the Roman material. The bulk of the sampled pottery
related to early Medieval (i.e. 13th and 14th centuries) glazed and non-glazed wares – including a
variety of shell-tempered, splash glaze and suspension glaze (Nottingham, Lincoln, Brackenfield Type
etc.) as well as later Medieval wares. There were also several very late Medieval / early Post-Medieval
wares in the sampled material such as Cistercian Ware and Midlands Purple. The general picture
seems more akin to a sustained settlement rather than a chapel, although it is possible there was a
small settlement attached to it.
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There were also several very late Medieval / early Post-Medieval wares in the sampled material such as
Cistercian Ware and Midlands Purple. The general picture seems more akin to a sustained settlement
rather than a chapel, although it is possible there was a small settlement attached to it.

 Overall, there is a clear indication for a very prolonged use for the site, from Late Iron Age through to the
Post-Medieval period. There appears to be a decline of use in the immediate post-Roman – middle Saxon
period, although a bias towards a more aceramic material culture (i.e. wood, metal and basketry) may be
skewing the evidence. However, with an overt lack of adequately recorded excavation to inform the
material assemblage of the Site Archive, and no plans, drawings or photographs, it is very difficult to make
anything other than ‘best guess’ hypotheses for the site.

Recommendations

There is huge potential for the St. Ethelburga landscape and to better understand the site a landscape
approach is almost certainly the best way forward. The site and wider landscape would benefit from the
following:

1) St. Ethelburga site – protection of the site for the future, with the prevention of any more obtrusive
fieldwork until the landscape is better understood. The creation of a proper, permanent site grid
would aid any future fieldwork alongside the creation of a permanent benchmark. Once the local
landscape is better understood, the site may benefit from a renewed geophysical survey to test the
level of damage versus surviving, intact archaeology, with target trenches and/or open plan excava-
tions as a final option to better understand the chronology of the site and the surviving features.

2) Roman landscape – emphasis should be placed on research that fits the current East Midlands Re-
search Framework and adopts a landscape study approach. Three target areas are apparent – a) the
area of Bean Hill Field where previous, ad hoc and poorly recorded fieldwalking and metal detect-
ing highlighted a spread of Roman artefacts, b) the area to the east and south-east of the site where
field boundaries and trackways may reflect another Roman road approaching the St. Ethelburga
site on a north-west / south-east axis, and c) the area around the potential north-south trackway to
the west of the St. Ethelburga site. All three target areas would require further documentary and
map analysis, LIDAR survey data, fieldwalking and potentially geophysical surveys to more fully
understand the Roman landscape.

3)  Village test-pit campaign – the known find spots recorded on the HERs and the Medieval founda-
tion of St. Andrew’s church indicate that a better understanding of the occupation date-range and
early foundation of Langar as a village would help to understand the wider landscape, the connec-
tion (if any) to the St. Ethelburga site and how the two co-existed. The fact the north-south linear
alignment shown on the LIDAR survey data appears to connect St. Ethelburga’s with Langar itself
is interesting, especially as the Late Iron Age and Roman metal artefacts recovered close to the
alignment suggests it may be an earlier, existing pre-Medieval routeway, and may thus explain why
the St. Ethelburga site is located where it is.

4) Wider landscape campaign – the site may benefit from a much wider landscape study that identi-
fies, maps and records other historical sites within, for example, a five-mile radius. This may well
identify connections with other contemporary sites, existing trackways and road networks.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Scope of Work

In June 2019, MBArchaeology were commissioned by the Project SEAL community group at

Langar, Nottinghamshire to undertake a year-long phase of archaeological training and

support to help them create a site archive for the St. Ethelburga site. The archive was intended

to collate disparate elements of fieldwork and archival research undertaken over the past fifty

years, and pull together previous research on the site. The intention was to create a platform

for future landscape research by identifying targets, creating a better understanding of what

previous research has discovered, and ‘rescue’ the site from more recent, unsupervised and

unrecorded excavations and metal detecting work undertaken by ‘enthusiastic amateurs’ in

the locale.

The work was funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund (NLHF) and also incorporated a

phase of dissemination work including public talks, displays and activities with the local

school, a phase which this report feeds into.

Figure One: Site Location

(© Crown copyright and database rights 2019
Ordnance Survey 100048957)
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1.2 Location and Geology

Langar is centred at SK 72393 34562 and is approximately 13 miles east of Nottingham and

14 miles west of Grantham. The local geology is of Skerry Sandstone, with the village itself

located on an outcrop of Lias Limestone. Langar is set within a mainly agricultural landscape.

1.3 Background

The site of St. Ethelburga at Langar is recorded as being the location of a Late Saxon / Early

Medieval chapel (referenced as both St. Athelburge and St Aubrey on early maps and

documents).1 A low but obvious mound in the field belonging to Hall Farm, Langar was

believed to be evidence of the chapel’s location, and thus has been the target of sporadic

fieldwork between the 1960s and 2010s.

The earliest recorded fieldwork on the site was that of H.O. Houldsworth between 1960-61,

in which stone-built wall footings and Medieval pottery was identified,2 with the pottery

spanning AD1100-1300.3 In 1974, F.D. Colquhoun carried out a site visit and identified the

mound still largely intact, approximately 0.7m high and possibly natural in part.4

The next phase of obtrusive fieldwork was undertaken by the Field Detectives and a group of

local residents, involving metal detector surveys and, in 2017, the large-scale excavation of

around fourteen trenches across the mound. Unfortunately, these excavations were neither

excavated by context or recorded, so all stratigraphic information has been lost. Similarly,

recovered material was not recorded by context or trench and was mainly the results of

sieving and a biased collection policy (ie. artefacts believed to date to the post-Medieval

period and beyond were discarded). A small-scale detector survey and fieldwalking phase

was also undertaken by the Field Detectives in the adjacent Bean Hill field around the same

time.

1 Throsby J, 1790, Thoroton's History of Notts Vol 2, p 202 (Published document). SNT1346.
2 Houldsworth HO, 1960-61, letters (Personal comment). SNT795
3 EMAB eds, 1961, East Midlands Archaeological Bulletin, p 15 (Published document). SNT155.
4 Colquhoun FD, 1974, Pers Comm (Personal comment). SNT582.
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Figure Two (above): Page from Houldsworth’s notebook, held in the Nottinghamshire Archives, showing

handwritten records of his excavation at St. Ethelburga in the early 1960s. No other trace of the excavation

material can be found.

(©Project SEAL)

Figure Three (below): Aerial photograph (looking west) taken from a drone during the 2017 excavations

(©Project SEAL)
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Background research by the Project SEAL team incorporated systematically working through

the Historic Environment Records data, which revealed a multi-period palimpsest for the St.

Ethelburga site and surrounding environs. The earliest archaeological phase identified was

Neolithic, testified by a probable flaked axe head found in a field to the east of the Stroom

Dyke (feature L1239 on the map, Appendix One), and two flint scatters - one to the east of

Wiverton Hall including arrow heads, borers and burins (feature M1234) and one to the west

of Langar Hall including scrapers, blades and waste material (feature M1237).

Late prehistoric (Iron Age) activity also featured, although this was to the east of the site

towards Barnstone, noted from pottery scatters recovered during fieldwalking. This is

highlighted on the map in purple, Appendix One. Occupation continued throughout the

Roman / Romano-British period with several findspots in and around the St. Ethelburga site

and in the village of Langar itself. These equate to coins, pottery scatters and evidence of

building foundations close to the proposed site of the Medieval chapel. Post-Roman activity,

however, appeared lacking, with only one known Saxon findspot away to the west of the site

on Langar Lane, Colston Bassett. Here a few probable Saxon pottery sherds were recovered

during fieldwalking, although they could not be matched to local wares.

Finally, an abundance of Medieval and Post-Medieval find spots were noted but most of

these centred around the current village. The only recovered Medieval material from the St.

Ethelburga site came from Houldsworth’s 1960-61 excavations and were recorded in his

handwritten notebook as being 12th century pottery and some green glazed sherds (13th – 15th

century). However, given the lack of proper recording and site archive it is difficult to

understand the nature and stratigraphy of these finds. Houldsworth appears to suggest that the

lower levels of the mound were Roman (given the pottery recovered) and that human remains

exposed during excavations had Roman pottery associated with them, although this may have

been disturbed during subsequent Medieval building works. His notebook states that

Medieval pottery only occurred in the upper level of the mound, and that at least one set of

human remains had been buried against an existing wall foundation. It appears possible that

there may have been a Roman structure on the site, with post-5th century (ie. Saxon or

Medieval) burials added later.5

5 Houldsworth HO, 1960-61, letters (Personal comment). SNT795
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2.Methodology

After discussions with the County Archaeology Team and members of the Nottinghamshire

Archaeology Panel, it was agreed that support would be given for the group to apply for a

NLHF grant to fund the creation of a Site Archive for the site. As part of this work,

volunteers were trained in non-obtrusive archaeological field techniques, excavation

procedures, accepted recording standards, the treatment of human remains, pottery

identification, small finds analysis and post-excavation recording / analysis techniques. This

allowed them to work through the recovered artefacts from the Field Detectives’ excavations,

fieldwalking and metal detecting phases.

A basic plan of the approximate locations of trenches was compiled, and these were

renumbered systematically (Trench One, Two, Three, etc). Fieldwalking and metal detecting

areas were also generally identified by approximate location (by area of field) and all material

was worked through, counted, recorded, repackaged, relabelled and stored in adequate

containers. A sample of both pottery and metal artefacts were then explored with finds

specialists and a basic overview of the recovered material was created. This is detailed in the

Results section of this report.

The majority of the finds, however, could not be located more specifically than general areas

of the two fields, and these were recorded and repackaged as ‘unstratified’. A list of all

approximate locations and unstratified material is given in the Results section.
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Figure Four: Approximate location of trenches from the 2017 excavations of the St. Ethelburga site

(©Project SEAL)
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3.Results

The following information was identified based on the pottery and metal artefact sampling by

the finds’ specialists alongside project volunteers. Images of all listed artefacts can be seen in

the Colour Plates sections. Information, dating and description were recorded by volunteers,

and are collated here into one cohesive record, therefore level of detail may differ between

artefact records. ‘Artefact number’ refers to numbers on bagged finds within Site Archive

assemblage. Comparative collection used for analysis was the ‘Southwell Collection’

managed by Southwell Community Archaeology Group and stored at the Old Courthouse,

Southwell, Nottinghamshire.

Trench One

Roman (AD43-410)

Artefact number: No. 9

Date: 3rd – 4th centuries

Description: Appearance of Samian Ware but clay is of coarser composition and the external

decoration is impressed and fairly basic - rather than fine and/or applied decoration. It may be

an attempt to replicate Samian Ware and most likely something like Oxfordshire Red

Slipware

Artefact number: No. 11

Date: 1st – 4th century

Description: Roman greyware (rim sherd). Closest comparison in the Southwell collection

was described as 'reduced gritty greyware'

Artefact number: No. 16 (3)

Date: 1st – 4th century

Description: No. 16 - 3. Grey ware with decoration / burnish inside. Rim fits the fingers
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Artefact number: No. 19

Date: 2nd – 3rd century

Description: Roman colour coat (CC1)

Saxon (AD410-1066)

Artefact number: No. 13

Date: 10th – 11th century

Description: Grey fabric, gritty. Possibly Saxon or Saxo-Norman

Artefact number: No. 16 (1)

Date: AD850-1000

Description: Lincoln kiln type - shell ware

Medieval (AD1066-1550)

Artefact number: No. 2

Date: 12th – 14th century

Description: Base sherd. Nottingham fabric, splash-glazing on the bottom (possible kiln

residue)

Artefact number: No. 5

Date: 12th – 14th century

Description: Oxidised fabric and iron rich, green suspension glaze
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Artefact number: No. 4

Date: 13th – 14th century

Description: Jug handle. Green suspension glaze, high iron-rich clay, light-bodied

Nottingham fabric

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: 13th – 15th century

Description: Coal measures orange ware

Artefact number: No. 8

Date: 13th – 15th century

Description: Brackenfield type, green suspension glaze, body sherd (jar)

Artefact number: No. 16 (2)

Date: AD1480-1650

Description: Cistercian ware

Artefact number: No. 20

Date: 13th – 15th century

Description: Green glaze, Brackenfield type

Artefact number: No. 21

Date: Late Medieval (15th – 16th century?)

Description: CIST/early black glaze

Artefact number: No. 22

Date: Late Medieval (15th – 16th century?)

Description: CMO (possible tile fragment?)
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Artefact number: No. 24

Date: AD1380-1600

Description: Midlands Purple (MP)

Artefact number: No. 25

Date: AD1200-1450

Description: Brackenfield Type (BRACKT)

Artefact number: No. 27

Date: AD1220-1320

Description: Notts Reduced Green Glaze (NRGG)

Artefact number: No. 28

Date: AD1220-1320

Description: Light Bodied Nott Green Glaze (Nott GL)

Post-Medieval (AD1550-)

Artefact number: No. 23

Date: AD1650-1750

Description: Post-Medieval Slipware (SLIP)

Artefact number: No. 6

Date: 16th century

Description: Late Cistercian ware, possibly part of a flask
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Artefact number: No. 7

Date: 15th-16th century

Description: Midlands purple, Base sherd, dish or bowl?

Artefact number: No. 3

Date: Mid-16th – Mid-17th century

Description: Black-glazed earthenware

Artefact number: No. 17

Date: Mid-17th - 18th century

Description: Post-medieval slipware. Similar to an example of Midlands Light-bodied

Slipware (MLBSL) in the Southwell collection

Artefact number: No. 26

Date: AD1480-1650

Description: Cistercian (CIST)

Trench Two

Roman (AD43-410)

Artefact number: No. 4

Date: 2nd – 3rd century

Description: Two pot sherds with a reddish core and a black slip coat. The smooth finish and

the thinness of the sherds indicate that they are from a high-quality vessel. Their proximity in

a trench and very similar fabrics suggest that the sherds may come from the same vessel,

although a slight difference in thickness indicates that they are not contiguous. Comparison
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with the reference set indicates a close match with Nene Valley Colour Coated Ware with

late red fabric (NVCC2)

Artefact number: No. 6

Date: 1st – 3rd century

Description: Rim sherd of Roman shell-tempered greyware, maybe containing some grit

(more detailed examination is required). The rim shape corresponds to number 77 in the form

guide. Wheel thrown and knife-trimmed with a Lincolnshire fabric and evidence of

burnishing. The chart suggests the vessel had a diameter of about 14 cm at the neck and that

this sherd represents 7% of its circumference

Artefact number: No. 10

Date: 1st – 2nd century

Description: Samian - South Gaulish. Rim to dish

Artefact number: No. 11

Date: 2nd – 4th century

Description: Reduced black burnished ware - local type. Quartz type inclusions. Wheel

thrown rim

Saxon (AD410-1066)

Artefact number: No. 8

Date: Mid-late 9th century

Description: Torksey ware
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Artefact number: No. 9

Date: 9th – 11th century

Description: Shell Tempered (sparsely), fairly sorted

Medieval (AD1066-1550)

Artefact number: No. 7

Date: 13th – 14th century

Description: Unglazed pot sherd with a grey core and orange inner and outer surfaces.

Interpreted to be Beverley Orange ware

Artefact number: No. 12

Date: 13th – 14th century

Description: Interesting asymmetric form - handle?

Trench Three

Roman (AD43-410)

Artefact number: No. 5

Date: 3rd – 4th centuries

Description: Dales ware(?) Black body, poorly sorted shell, up to 2.5mm

Artefact number: No. 6

Date: 2nd – 3rd century

Description: Roman, fine Colour Coated
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Artefact number: No. 7

Date: 2nd – 3rd century

Description: Roman colour coated course ware- grey oxidised fabric

Artefact number: No. 8

Date: Unknown

Description: Roman tile(?) earthenware- combed lines

Artefact number: No. 9

Date: 4th century

Description: Late Roman- local course ware- brown/grey

Artefact number: No. 12

Date: Uncertain

Description: Roman mortaria sherd. Red earthenware with black glaze

over a white slip. 20 cm diameter. Appears to be of Nene Valley type, yet the fabric/glaze is

odd. Possibly a localised copy.

Artefact number: No. 14

Date: 1st – 2nd century

Description: Samian ware, sherd from bowl. Decorated with lion or large cat

inside a double medallion. Linear pattern surrounding the medallion.

Closest match is Central Gaul

Artefact number: No. 10

Date: 2nd – 4th century

Description: Nene Valley mortaria. Thumb print on top rim. Creamy white Trifurcation grits

across inner base - mica/quartz/iron/slag. 13" circumference
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Artefact number: No. 11

Date: 2nd – 4th century

Description: Nene Valley mortaria, no grits or thumb print. Throwing lines. Decorated

Artefact number: No. 17

Date: 1st – 2nd century

Description: Samian Ware with small pale grey inner patches. Burnished Tempering -

tableware high quality

Artefact number: No. 18

Date: 1st – 2nd century

Description: As above but with throwing lines and decoration

Artefact number: No. 19-21

Date: 1st – 2nd century

Description: Samian ware sherds

Artefact number: No. 23

Date: 2nd – 4th century

Description: Local greyware. Burnished. Part of rim or flange of

small bowl?

Artefact number: No. 25

Date: 2nd – 4th century

Description: Rim sherd of Roman greyware. The rim is noticeably thicker than the side of

the vessel beneath. Well made, with evidence of burnishing. Diameter at rim

is estimated at 20 cm
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Medieval (AD1066-1550)

Artefact number: No. 16

Date: 11th – 12th century

Description: Stamford ware, earthenware- cream glaze

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: 15th – 17th century

Description: Two pot sherds that fit together and formed part of the base of a vessel,

identified as Midland Purple ware. Wheel thrown with an estimated basal diameter of 30 cm.

The core is variable in colour (pale grey to black) but without a consistent gradation. The

sherds are glazed on the inside of the base of the vessel (purplish brown, lustrous) but not

elsewhere. There is a white deposit on the inside of the side of the vessel and a drag/strike

mark on the outside of its base

Artefact number: No. 2

Date: 15th – 17th century

Description: Two more sherds of Midland Purple ware. Possibly related to those above

(No. 1), but don't fit directly with those or with each other. Little sign of glaze and the colour

of the core is more uniform than with No. 1. There is a white deposit on the inside of the

vessel (very similar to that seen with No. 1)

Artefact number: No. 3

Date: 15th – 17th century

Description: Another sherd of Midlands Purple ware. This one has no obvious curvature.

There is a white deposit on it, but it is on the opposite side to the glaze, unlike 1 and 2 above -

and is thicker than in those cases. This deposit appears to have fused to a glassy material at its

surface, suggesting exposure to very high temperature
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Artefact number: No. 4

Date: 15th – 17th century

Description: A further sherd of probable Midland Purple ware, but this one is

characterised by a yellowish-grey slip on its outer surface. Little evidence of glaze. The

apparent diameter of the vessel is about 20 cm, but this is not particularly diagnostic as the

sherd does not come from the rim or the base. Marks on the inside surface indicate that it was

wheel thrown

Post-Medieval (AD1550-)

Artefact number: No. 10

Date: 16th century

Description: Sherd of probable Cistercian ware. Shape indicates that it includes the

base of a handle (of a mug?) Glazed on both sides but glaze is not as well-preserved as it is

on sherds 11 and 13 below, perhaps because of abrasion? Medium-grey core

Artefact number: No. 11

Date: 16th century

Description: Sherd of probable Cistercian ware. High glaze on both sides and pale

orange-grey core. Possibly comes from adjacent to a handle but not as clear

as with No.10

Artefact number: No. 13

Date: 16th century

Description: Pot sherd of Late Cistercian age (identified by Steve). Very dark glaze

(almost black) and a dark grey core. Evidence of lighter (white to beige) decoration at one

corner of the sherd
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Artefact number: No. 22

Date: 16th century?

Description: Pot sherd of uncertain designation - possibly Cistercian. Highly fired and

of good quality. Glazed on outside with colour grading between reddish and brown. Core and

inside have a very uniform terracotta colour and fine texture
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Figure 5: COLOUR PLATES – EXCAVATION (© MBArchaeology)

Trench One
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Trench Three
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CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIAL DATA

Some of the recovered CBM from the 2017 excavations was analysed and a short report

written at the time. This is included as Appendix Five. For the purpose of this report,

deposited CBM from various sources was sampled and is detailed below as complimentary

information to the 2017 report. All recovered CBM forms part of the Site Archive.

Artefact number: CBM1

Date: Unknown

Description: Architectural Fragment of worked stone

Findspot: SK322 337

Artefact number: CBM2

Date: Unknown

Description: Architectural fragment of worked stone in the form of a triangular cross section

with flat top and worked sides

Findspot: Believed to have been found near the west bank of the Stroom Dyke, north-east of

the St. Ethelburga site

Artefact number: CBM3

Date: Unknown

Description: Fragment of architectural terracotta

Findspot: Believed to have been found in the Stroom Dyke, to the east of the St. Ethelburga

site by Cherry Bishop
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Artefact number: CBM4

Date: Iron Age / Romano-British

Description: Fragment of Quern Stone

Findspot: Believed to have been found in the Stroom Dyke to the east of the St. Ethelburga

site by Cherry Bishop

Artefact number: CBM5

Date: Roman

Description: Collection of Romano-British Box Flue fragments with combed markings

Findspot: St. Ethelburga excavations, unstratified (SA19 US1)

Artefact number: CBM6

Date: Roman

Description: Collection of Romano-British tesserae

Findspot: St. Ethelburga excavations, unstratified (SA19 US1)

Artefact number: CBM7

Date: Unknown

Description: Worked fragment of ironstone with chamfer

Findspot: St. Ethelburga excavations, unstratified (SA19 unidentified)
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Figure 6: COLOUR PLATES – CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIAL (© Project SEAL)
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METAL DETECTING DATA

MD ONE (SK725 332)

Roman (AD43-410)

Artefact number: No. 8

Date: 3rd – 4th centuries

Description: Copper alloy nummus

MD TWO (SK723 332)

Iron Age (700BC – AD43)

Artefact number: No. 8

Date: 50-20BC

Description: Iron Age Gold Stater, Corieltauvi. South Ferriby (North Lincs.) type. Obverse:

Wreath, cloak & crescents. Reverse: Lunate horse facing left, ‘anchor’ face above, sun and

star below, with pellet rosette

Roman (AD43-410)

Artefact number: No. 10

Date: 4th century

Description: Coin - copper alloy nummus
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Artefact number: No. 12

Date: AD253 - 305

Description: Coin - radiate head

Artefact number: No. 14

Date: 1st century

Description: Brooch – dolphin brooch

Artefact number: No. 16

Date: AD354 - 361

Description: Coin - copper alloy nummus (Constantius II)

Artefact number: No. 17

Date: Unknown

Description: Coin - copper alloy nummus

Artefact number: No. 18

Date: AD253 - 305

Description: Coin - radiate head

Artefact number: No. 19

Date: AD337-340

Description: Coin – bronze coin (Constantius II)

Artefact number: No. 23

Date: AD273-274

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Tertricus II)
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Artefact number: No. 24

Date: AD330-364

Description: Coin – House of Constantine

Artefact number: No. 26

Date: AD364-78

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Valens)

Artefact number: No. 27

Date: AD335-341

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 29

Date: Unknown

Description: Votive offering – small bronze cauldron

Artefact number: No. 30

Date: 3rd – 4th century

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus

Artefact number: No. 31

Date: 4th century

Description: Coin (extremely worn)
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Saxon (AD410-1066)

Artefact number: No. 3

Date: AD750 - 850

Description: Pin - polyhedral, copper alloy

Artefact number: No. 6

Date: 9th century

Description: Strap end – copper alloy, zoomorphic design, possibly a dog or wolf

Medieval (AD1066-1550)

Artefact number: No. 7

Date: AD1250 - 1400

Description: Buckle

Artefact number: No. 13

Date: AD1154 - 1189

Description: Coin – half cut, silver short cross penny, Henry II

Artefact number: No. 20

Date: AD1199 - 1216

Description: Coin – quarter cut, silver short cross penny, John
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Artefact number: No. 32

Date: AD1150 - 1200

Description: Hinge pivot - iron

MD FOUR (SK723 334)

Roman (AD43 – 410)

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: AD238 - 296

Description: Coin – radiate head

MD FIVE (SK724 334)

Roman (AD43 – 410)

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: AD330 - 335

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 2

Date: AD330 - 335

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)
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Artefact number: No. 3

Date: AD 367 - 375

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Gratian)

Artefact number: No. 4

Date: AD307 - 337

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 5

Date: AD324 - 326

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Fausta)

Artefact number: No. 6

Date: AD317 - 330

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 7

Date: AD330 - 335

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine, Constantinople issue)

Artefact number: No. 8

Date: AD335 - 350

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constans)

Artefact number: No. 9

Date: AD364 - 378

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Valentinian)
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Artefact number: No. 10

Date: AD364 - 375

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Valentinian)

Artefact number: No. 11

Date: AD253 - 268

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Gallienus)

Artefact number: No. 12

Date: AD335 - 341

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 13

Date: AD330 - 335

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 14

Date: AD335 - 341

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

MD SIX (UNSTRATIFIED)

Roman (AD43 – 410)

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: 1st century

Description: Brooch – Dolphin brooch
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Figure 7: COLOUR PLATES – METAL DETECTING (© MBArchaeology)

MD ONE
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9. Conclusions

Tracing all the disparate elements of past fieldwork on and around the St. Ethelburga site was

not an easy task, but the project is fairly confident it has recovered as much as physically

possible. The whereabouts of the Houldsworth material remains unknown, although sourcing

the original notebooks from his fieldwork within the Nottinghamshire Archives was the first

time this paper resource has come to light. This adds useful information, such as the fact he

seems to suggest that the lower levels with wall foundations had Roman pottery exclusively

and that only the upper layers of the ‘mound’ contained Medieval artefacts. His comment that

skeletal remains appeared to be buried up against existing foundation masonry, coupled with

the Roman pottery in these lower contexts, suggests that a substantial, stone-built Roman

building existed on the site.

It is impossible to know, at this stage, the dating for the skeletal remains. There is no reason

why they can not be multi-phase, but the initial evidence hints that at least those contained

within the mound itself are of a post-Roman date. If so, this fits other early Roman sites (ie.

villa complexes) having Saxon or early Medieval internments inserted into the site, such as

those at Southwell, Nottinghamshire.6

Having stressed this point, prior to the project to create the Site Archive, the St. Ethelburga

site was believed to be the site of the Late Saxon / Early Medieval chapel or church, attested

to via some (albeit sometimes obscure) documentary and map work. Appendix Four of this

report contains a map of field names from 1818 (itself based on the 1730s Estate Book) and

details ‘St. Aubrey’s Close’ as the field that the St. Ethelburga site is in. This has been used to

confirm the remains on the site as being those of the chapel/church, and this may be the case

but to date no Late Saxon / Early Medieval building has been conclusively identified.

The Domesday Survey of AD1086 states that at Langar, and belonging to Walter of Aincourt

(D’aincourt), there was “half a church”.7 It was quite a common practice for laity and clergy

alike to own half a church, and although this practice is more widely known of in the

Medieval period, it appears to predate the Conquest for Langar. It is “evidently a moiety

6 Savage, R.D. and Sleap, J Proposed residential development, Church Street, Southwell, Nottinghamshire:
Archaeological excavation interim report, (Unpublished Client Report, 2012)
7 Morris, J (ed) Domesday Book: Nottinghamshire, (Chichester: Phillimore, 1977), 11: 28
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arrangement and is no doubt related to legal landholding, for example as seen at the local

sites of Cotgrave (Nottinghamshire), where Ralph de Buron held half, and Pickworth,

(Lincolnshire), where the Bishop of Durham held a half”.8 This means that Walter of

Aincourt acquired (most likely from William as a reward for his services to him) lands at

Langar which legally carried half the tithes (and other dues) owing to the church. For this to

be the case, a similar arrangement must already have been in place in the Late Saxon period.

However, this simply shows that a church existed at Langar in the late 11th century, and

although the site of this is deemed to be the St. Ethelburga site, consulting the HER data

shows that the main core of evidence in this period is where the current village is located (see

Appendix One). Although the current church of St. Andrew’s is later, established in the 13th

century and having modifications in the 15th century,9 localised finds from the immediate

vicinity appear to predate this, including sherds of Stamford Ware from a ditch fill (L11030)

and several sherds of Splashed Ware, Green Glazed and Stamford Ware from a separate ditch

fill (L11032). All these pottery types would usually be found earlier (9th – 13th century for

Stamford Ware) and slightly earlier or contemporary (with the church) for the other types. It

is of course quite feasible that the pottery vessels had a prolonged lifespan, although

markedly similar types of pottery have been recovered in some quantity from the St.

Ethelburga site. The conclusion is that there may well have already been a well-established

Medieval settlement in and around where the current village was before St. Andrew’s was

built, or that both churches co-existed for some time.

Returning to the material from the 2017 excavations, which the current project principally

focussed on, the recovered material was simply too numerous for a complete analysis and so

only a small sample was studied. As discussed earlier, this sample was selected based on the

notion that material deemed to be from Trenches 1-3 could at least be broadly pinpointed in

terms of source of origin. Around 80% of the Site Archive is, rather unfortunately,

unstratified because no adequate recording methods were undertaken at the time of

excavation, and nothing was dug by context. Due to this, and even though it is possible to

confidently say a particular artefact came from a specific trench (for trenches 1-3), it is

impossible to know whether it came from the plough soil, from an in situ deposit, or from a

8 Dr Chris Brooke, pers. comm, Thursday 5th March, 2020
9 The Church History Project, 2013, p. 170
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disturbed but historical context. For example, a Roman pot sherd may have been from a

stratified Roman horizon, from a disturbed Roman horizon but sealed within a stratified

Medieval horizon, or from a much later disturbed context or plough soil. Therefore, the

information gleaned from a detailed pottery analysis can only be superficial at best.

Having stated this point, the pottery/CBM analysis of trenches 1-3 has raised some interesting

conclusions. For example, from trenches two and three, recovered Roman pottery outnumbers

Medieval pottery, and Roman building material (tiles, tesserae, plaster, etc) was recovered

from all three trenches. From the unstratified material, over two hundred Roman CBM pieces

and 188 Roman pot sherds were recovered – this is a fairly considerable assemblage, and

appears to span the 1st – 4th centuries, although the bulk of the material is 3rd century onwards

(again, a very similar picture to the villa site at Southwell). Finally, trenches 1-4 and six all

had Roman building material from within them. All this data seems to strongly suggest that

Houldsworth was correct, and that some form of stone-built Roman building (or one with

stone foundations at least) existed on the St. Ethelburga site. That the trenches with recovered

material from within them are spread from the centre of the mound eastwards may provide a

clue as to the location of this, although because of the biased sample set this is impossible to

know for sure at this stage.

However, metal detecting material from this eastern end of the site was duly lacking, with

only one late Roman coin recovered, and this was considerably to the south-east (see map,

MD Plot 3, Figure 8). The bulk of recovered metal artefacts instead came from the west of

the site (MD Plot 2, Figure 8). This included an Iron Age gold stater, a Roman brooch, votive

offering in the form of a miniature cauldron, and eleven 3rd – 4th century coins, a Saxon

copper alloy pin and strap end, and a Medieval belt buckle, two partial coins and an iron

hinge pivot. This is a large collection and includes what may be a small, 4th century Roman

coin hoard. The Iron Age stater and Roman votive offering are interesting as they may attest

to a votive site close by, and the 1st century Dolphin brooch is a typical military find set

within roads, although it could equally be a stray find. LIDAR imagery shows a long, linear

feature running north-south in this region, and this could well be an early track or road. A

Late-3rd century coin was also recovered along this north-south alignment at MD findspot 4,

and a second probable coin hoard was found just to the east of the potential trackway at MD

findspot 5. This totalled fourteen coins and again dates to the mid-late 4th century. These two

separate coin hoards fit the general dating of the recovered pottery, although the two Roman
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brooches, votive cauldron and Iron Age stater appear to suggest an earlier landscape use of

some form. It may be that there was a Late Iron Age shrine on the site, which was later

reoccupied by some form of stone-built Roman building, which was itself re-appropriated by

a Late Saxon / Early Medieval chapel.

Figure One: Areas of research

Green – areas of excavation

Red – areas of fieldwalking

Black – areas of metal detecting

(© Crown copyright and database
rights 2019 Ordnance Survey

100048957, and MBArchaeology)

The Medieval artefact assemblage appears odd for a small, early chapel site. Late Saxon

pottery appears duly lacking from the broadly stratified material, although a couple of sherds

of Torksey Ware (9th century), Lincoln Kiln Type (AD850-1000) and a possible Saxon /

Saxo-Norman grey gritty fabric (10th – 11th century) were noted from the east of the site. In
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total, there were just over 730 Medieval pot sherds recovered from the 2017 excavations

alone, and yet very little of this material could be confidently linked to a trench, unlike the

Roman material. The bulk of the sampled pottery related to early Medieval (ie. 13th and 14th

centuries) glazed and non-glazed wares – including a variety of shell-tempered, splash glaze

and suspension glaze (Nottingham, Lincoln, Brackenfield Type etc) as well as later Medieval

wares. There were also several very late Medieval / early Post-Medieval wares in the sampled

material such as Cistercian Ware and Midlands Purple. The general picture seems more akin

to a sustained settlement rather than a chapel, although it is possible there was a small

settlement attached to it

Overall, there is a clear indication for a very prolonged use for the site, from Late Iron Age

through to the Post-Medieval period. There appears to be a decline of use in the immediate

post-Roman – middle Saxon period, although a bias towards a more aceramic material culture

(ie. wood, metal and basketry) may be skewing the evidence. However, with an overt lack of

adequately recorded excavation to inform the material assemblage of the Site Archive, and no

plans, drawings or photographs, it is very difficult to make anything other than ‘best guess’

hypotheses for the site.
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10. Recommendations

There is huge potential for the St. Ethelburga landscape and to better understand the site a

landscape approach is almost certainly the best way forward. The site and wider landscape

would benefit from the following:

1) St. Ethelburga site – protection of the site for the future, with the prevention of any more

obtrusive fieldwork until the landscape is better understood. The creation of a proper,

permanent site grid would aid any future fieldwork alongside the creation of a permanent

benchmark. Once the local landscape is better understood, the site may benefit from a

renewed geophysical survey to test the level of damage versus surviving, intact archaeology,

with target trenches and/or open plan excavations as a final option to better understand the

chronology of the site and the surviving features.

2) Roman landscape – emphasis should be placed on research that fits the current East

Midlands Research Framework and adopts a landscape study approach. Three target areas are

apparent – a) the area of Bean Hill Field where previous, ad hoc and poorly recorded

fieldwalking and metal detecting highlighted a spread of Roman artefacts, b) the area to the

east and south-east of the site where field boundaries and trackways may reflect another

Roman road approaching the St. Ethelburga site on a north-west / south-east axis, and c) the

area around the potential north-south trackway to the west of the St. Ethelburga site. All three

target areas would require further documentary and map analysis, LIDAR survey data,

fieldwalking and potentially geophysical surveys to more fully understand the Roman

landscape.

3) Village test-pit campaign – the known find spots recorded on the HERs and the Medieval

foundation of St. Andrew’s church indicate that a better understanding of the occupation

date-range and early foundation of Langar as a village would help to understand the wider

landscape, the connection (if any) to the St. Ethelburga site and how the two co-existed, if

indeed they did. The fact the north-south linear alignment shown on the LIDAR survey data

appears to connect St. Ethelberga’s with Langar itself is interesting, especially as the Late

Iron Age and Roman metal artefacts recovered close to the alignment suggests it may be an
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earlier, existing pre-Medieval routeway, and may thus explain why the St. Ethelburga site is

located where it is.

4) Wider landscape campaign – the site may benefit from a much wider landscape study that

identifies, maps and records other historical sites within, for example, a five-mile radius. This

may well identify connections with other contemporary sites, existing trackways and road

networks.
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APPENDIX THREE – LIDAR DATA

Full LIDAR survey data showing St. Ethelburga landscape
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Close-up LIDAR survey data showing St. Ethelburga site and immediate locale
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APPENDIX 4 – 1818 Map of Hall Farm with Field Names and Tenants from the 1730's

Estate Book
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APPENDIX 5 – 2017 Ceramic Building Material report
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APPENDIX FIVE – ADDITIONAL METAL DETECTING DATA

Since the publication of the main project / site archive report in March 2020, additional metal

detecting data and artefacts were recovered relating to previous survey work in the Bean Hill

field adjacent to the St. Ethelburga site at Langar, Nottinghamshire.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, an agreement was put in place with the National Lottery

Heritage Fund, who generously funded the work, to extend the project completion date of

August 2020 to December 2020. This additional window of opportunity allowed for the extra

metal detecting material to be sorted, recorded, repackaged and analysed in line with previous

work detailed in the main report.

This short report documents this additional material, and forms an appendix (Appendix Five)

for insertion into the already completed Site Archive Report.

Thanks to the Project Seal team for commissioning this additional work, to Maria Kneafsey

at the Portable Antiquities Scheme for her expert guidance on identification, and to the NLHF

for funding the work.



MD SEVEN (SK722 337)

Roman (AD43-410)

Artefact number: No. 2

Date: 1st century AD

Description: Brooch (Colchester-type)

Artefact number: No. 3

Date: Unknown

Description: Coin – copper alloy (Constantine?)

Artefact number: No. 5

Date: AD330 – 335

Description: Coin – copper alloy (Constans)

Artefact number: No. 6

Date: AD330 – 335

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 7

Date: 4th century AD

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus



Artefact number: No. 8

Date: 4th century AD

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus

Artefact number: No. 9

Date: AD378 - 430

Description: Coin – silver siliqua (Theodosius)

Artefact number: No. 10

Date: AD353 - 361

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantine)

Artefact number: No. 11

Date: AD260 – 296

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus

Artefact number: No. 13

Date: AD343 – 348

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus (Constantius II)

PAS Reference: DENO – 2B1FD1

Artefact number: No. 36

Date: AD260 – 296

Description: Coin – copper alloy nummus



Medieval (AD1066-1550)

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: AD1485 – 1509

Description: Coin – Henry VII halfpenny

Artefact number: No. 4

Date: AD1307 – 1327

Description: Coin – Edward II silver penny (long cross)

Artefact number: No. 11

Date: AD1485 – 1509

Description: Coin – Henry VII halfpenny

Artefact number: No. 16

Date: AD1464 – 1465

Description: Coin – Edward IV silver groat

Artefact number: No. 19

Date: 14th – 15th century(?)

Description: Lead disc, possible pilgrim badge, with face

Artefact number: No. 20

Date: AD1307 – 1327

Description: Coin – Edward II silver coin (bent)



Artefact number: No. 21

Date: AD1200-1500

Description: Key – copper alloy, broken. Possible Medieval rotary key.

Artefact number: No. 30

Date: AD1250-1450

Description: Buckle – copper alloy. Single loop, oval frame.

Artefact number: No. 31

Date: AD1250-1450

Description: Buckle – copper alloy. Single loop, oval frame.

Artefact number: No. 32

Date: 14th century

Description: Bar mount / strap fitting. Usually found in groups.

Artefact number: No. 33

Date: AD1200-1450

Description: Key – Medieval padlock key

Artefact number: No. 34

Date: Medieval / Post-Medieval (AD1200-1800)

Description: Harness loop / belt fitting



Artefact number: No. 35

Date: AD1247

Description: Coin – Henry III penny (long cross)

Post-Medieval (AD1550 - )

Artefact number: No. 12

Date: 16th – 17th century

Description: Jetton, copper alloy

Artefact number: No. 15

Date: Unknown

Description: Coin/token, copper alloy

Artefact number: No. 17

Date: AD1930

Description: Coin – George V half penny

Artefact number: No. 18

Date: 17th century

Description: Button, copper alloy



Artefact number: No. 37

Date: Unknown

Description: Cufflink, silver?

Artefact number: No. 39

Date: 17th – 18th century

Description: Crotal bell

MD EIGHT (SK77261 34014)

Post-Medieval (AD1550 - )

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: 17th – 18th century

Description: Button, copper alloy

MD NINE (SK72772 33265)

Post-Medieval (AD1550 - )

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: 17th – 18th century

Description: Button, copper alloy



MD TEN (SK72284 33523)

Post-Medieval (AD1550 - )

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: 17th – 18th century

Description: Musket ball

MD ELEVEN (SK72132 34032)

Post-Medieval (AD1550 - )

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: Late 16th century

Description: Coin – silver groat (bent)

MD TWELVE (UNSTRATIFIED)

Post-Medieval (AD1550 - )

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: 17th – 18th century

Description: Button, silver(?) x 3



Artefact number: No. 2

Date: Unknown

Description: Lead blob?

Artefact number: No. 3

Date: Medieval – Post-Medieval

Description: Lead spindle whorl

Artefact number: No. 4

Date: 17th century

Description: Musket balls, lead x 4

Artefact number: No. 5

Date: 17th / 18th century?

Description: Possible buckle / fitting, lead

Artefact number: No. 6

Date: Medieval – Post-Medieval

Description: Pot sherds x 3



MD THIRTEEN (UNSTRATIFIED)

Post-Medieval (AD1550 - )

Artefact number: No. 1

Date: Unknown

Description: Selection of lead pieces, several are folded
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Discussion

The recovery of a further nine Late-3rd – 4th century coins mirrors what was noted as part of

the main assemblage (detailed in the Site Archive report) and may again suggest a small 4th

century coin hoard. All the Roman material recovered as part of this additional assemblage

compliments that of the main archive, and again suggests some form of 4th century

occupation for the site.

The recovery of a 1st century Roman brooch suggests some form of early landscape use, and

this was again noted in the main assemblage. The only further interesting piece of data is the

recovery of a very late 4th century – early 5th century silver siliqua coin. This may be the first

obvious early post-Roman evidence recovered from the site, although it is impossible to now

know the context the coin relates to.

Again, Medieval coinage was less than those from the Roman period, and generally covers

the period 14th - 15th century, although one coin recovered was of slightly earlier date. Other

finds included belt fittings, harness fittings and a small padlock key, but nothing detracts

away from a 14th – 15th century date. Again, much like in the main assemblage, there is a

clear Roman bias to the material with an apparent dating gap of several hundred years until

the middle Medieval (c. AD1300s onwards).

Post-Medieval finds are represented, but again are rather limited to a few buttons and musket

balls.

Overall, the assemblage is fairly similar to that of the main Site Archive material, with a

heavy dominance of Roman material. This material was recovered further to the north in the

area of Bean Hill Field close to the power line pylons and again most likely just to the east of

an early trackway. This again reaffirms the recommendations made in the Site Archive report

of targeted fieldwork to specifically explore this early, Roman landscape.
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LIDAR

Open-access LIDAR data was obtained from the Environment Agency and processed to
produce shaded images.



LIDAR dtm centred on the St Ethelburga site - North Illumination



LIDAR dsm centred on the St Ethelburga site - Southeast Illumination



LIDAR dsm centred on St Ethelburga Site - 10 km square - Southeast Illumination



Aerial Photos

These of a number of locations around Langar cum Barnstone in addition some from neighbouring parishes.
Each show crop marks or other features worthy of investigation. A number of sites are likely to be
contemporary with the occupation of the St Ethelburga site.



Hall Farm, Langar

Centred on SK721330

Photograph taken  10 August 1945



Drone Shot of St Ethelburga Site

Excavation by the Field Detectives

September 2017

SK725333

North at the top



Panorama from Bingham (top right) to Langar Airfield (left bottom)

Taken by United States Army Air Force on  18 April 1944

Centred on SK725367



West Park Field, Langar

Centred on SK717347

Google Earth rendered in Black & White

Possible track indicated by yellow arrow.

Possible bank & ditch feature indicated by red arrow.

See next page for supporting LIDAR and Aerial Photo.



Track shown in enlargement
from USAAF Photograph
taken 18 April 1944.

Track indicated by yellow
arrow.

Enlargement from LIDAR
dsm centred on the St
Ethelburga site - Southeast
Illumination.

Possible track indicated by
yellow arrow.

Possible bank & ditch feature
indicated by red arrow.



Fields between River Smite & Stroom Dyke

Centred on SK715353

Google Earth Photograph

Possible Langare or Long Gore, the triangular piece of land, from which Langar is named.

See over for LIDAR image showing a possible ditched enclosure.



LIDAR of  the field between the River Smite and the Stroom Dyke showing a possible ditched enclosure
(shown by blue arrow) adjacent to the Cropwell Road, which forms the parish boundary between Langar
cum Barnstone and Colston Bassett.

On a map of field names for Colston Bassett dated 1600, the field opposite the ditched enclosure on the
Colston Bassett side is called Gallows Hill with a field beyond this  called Thinghoe Furlong.

The parish boundaries for Langar cum Barnstone, Colston Bassett, Tithby and Wiverton meet at the
bridge over the River Smite on the Cropwell Road.



Field of West of Barnstone

Centred on SK729352

Google Earth Photograph rendered in Black & White

During a pre-planning application an archaeological investigation found Iron Age pottery in a ditch at the
site marked by the green arrow.

Anecdotal evidence indicates that Romano-British brooches have been found in fields on both sides of the
road.



Field to the Southwest of Wiverton Hall

Centred on SK712362

Google Earth Photograph rendered in Black & White

Crop marks of a settlement and a ringed structure (purple arrow) - Bronze Age Barrow?



Field between Wiverton Hall and Smite Hill

Centred on SK721363

Google Earth Photograph rendered in Black & White

Crop mark of an irregular enclosure (pale blue arrow) and two “playing card” shaped enclosures (orange
arrows).



Field to the East of Tithby

Centred on SK702371

Google Earth Photograph rendered in Black & White

Crop mark of a building?



Maps



Plan of the Lordships of Langar & Barnstone

1818

This map is in private ownership and was drawn up as a consequence of the sale of the Langar & Barnstone
Estates by the Howe family to the Wrights of Lenton Abbey in 1818.

It is approximately 8’ x 6’ in size and was photographed in small sections by Nigel Wood and processed by
Geoff Kimbell to produce a digital copy.

Examples of the details on the map are shown on the following 2 pages.



Langar Village in 1818

The map shows all the fields as they were in 1818. Any building present was drawn in black ink.
Subsequent buildings were drawn in red ink. The original Langar Hall can be see at the top centre of the
map with the later, current building drawn in red.





Plan forming part of the Sales Brochure for Hall Farm, Langar, 1907

The schedule of lands included in this sale is shown on the next page.



Schedule of Lands included in the Sale of Hall Farm, Langar, 1907



Medieval Field Names



Transcription of Field Names in Langar & Barnstone from An Extent of Langar and Barnstone, circa 1340

  Translated and edited by Professor L.V.D. Owen

Medieval Fields in Langar

Description       Area         Notes

Arkhille Wong      6 acres      (O.E. + O.N.?)

Harwest Wong      3 acres     (O.E. + O.N.?)

Le Northmer      17 acres     The North Boundary? or  North Marsh? (both O.E.)

 Le Stret on the West    12 acres    Paved Roman Road? (O.E)

Penywong       6 acres         Penny rent for enclosure ? (O.E. + O.N.)

Sikerwell       9 acres 1.5 roods   Stream, drainage channel? (O.E.)

Stretwongs       11 acres      Enclosure by paved Roman Road ? (O.E. + O.N.)

Tankhillwongs      10 acres

Thistlebawehill      6.5 acres    Thistleboro' meadow (1883 sale of Langar Grange) (732323)

Tonghauedlond      17 acres     Tongue (?) Mound  Land  (O.E. + O.N.)

Whinnywongs      4 acres       Gorse Enclosure ?  (M.E.)

  Medieval Fields in Barnstone

Description Location    Area         Notes

Stanherne       Unknown

Hepthorne       Unknown
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